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Copyright

- All rights reserved
- Fair Dealing / Fair Use
- Creative Commons

Facts and fallacies of CC “restrictions” and how they relate to OERs.
COL’s work in Copyright

www.col.org/copyright

Guideline on copyright limitations & exceptions

Copyright Law and Education: Audit

COL Copyright Guideline

Chapter open licenses

Book published
A few copyright options

- (C) All rights reserved
- Creative Commons:
  - Attribution
  - Share-Alike
  - No Derivatives
  - Non-Commercial
© All rights reserved

- May not reproduce
- Fair use / Fair dealing for classroom use
- Permission / royalty payments for reproduction
- May not use on the Internet
Creative Commons (CC)

* [http://creativecommons.org](http://creativecommons.org)
BY
(CC-BY)

* With Attribution (BY)
* Need to say how you want to be recognised

* May re-use
* May edit or customise
* May recover cost, and
* May ‘profit’
Share Alike (SA)

Give away new versions you create, in the same format as you received

- May re-use
- May edit or customise
- May recover cost, and
- May ‘profit’
Example: BY-SA

*Published on WikiEducator

*Share Alike (SA)
Non-Commercial (NC) (may cover all costs but not ‘profit’)

May be used by anyone

- May re-use
- May edit or customise
- May recover cost, and
- May NOT plan to ‘profit’
Example: NC

* Published by the UKOU
* CC-NC
* Non-Commercial (may cover all costs but not ‘profit’)
* May be used or given away by any organisation or individual
UK Open University - NC

- You may use OpenLearn content in any format or medium, including photocopied or hard copy printouts, and make a small charge in order to recover the cost of printing.

- You may use content as part of a course for which you charge an admission fee.

- You may charge a fee for any value added services you add in producing or teaching based around the content providing that the content itself is not licensed to generate a separate, profitable income.

MIT OpenCourseWare - NC

- If you want to use the materials on your Web site, you must also include a copy of the MIT OpenCourseWare Creative Commons license (BY-NC-SA), or a clear and reasonable link to its URL with every copy of the MIT materials or the derivative work you create from it.

- Non-commercial: Use of MIT OpenCourseWare materials is open to all except for profit-making entities who charge a fee for access to educational materials.

http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/web/help/cite/index.htm
ND
(CC-BY-ND)

* No derivative works (ND)
  * No editing or customisation
  * May reuse as-is

* May be used or given away by anyone
* Fair use or fair dealing used for parts of the work

* May re-use
  * May NOT edit or customise
  * May recover cost, and
  * May ‘profit’
Example: ND

Published by WIPO
Free of charge to use and give away
No Derivatives (No editing)
Licenses for Open Learning Resources

- CC-BY-SA
- CC-BY-NC
- CC-BY-ND
- CC-BY-NC-ND
- No © materials to be copied!
COL ID Template

* For anyone who wants to write learning materials
* Produce learning materials of high quality
* Need to read the manual!

http://www.col.org/idtemplate
Take care to check...

- Copyright of pictures
- Copyright of graphics
- Copyright of texts
- Copyright of videos
- Copyright of audio files

Understand the rights of copyright holders

Need to get legal counsel
Example 1

http://www.wethinkthebook.net
Developed online
All versions:
© 2006 Charles Leadbeater. All Rights Reserved
Example 2

http://www.wikieducator.org/OER_Handbook/educator

Creative Commons - Attribution - Share-Alike License
Example 3

http://mitpress.mit.edu/opening_up_education/

Print version:
(c) 2008 Massachusetts Institute of technology

Web version:
CC-BY-NC-ND
Example 4

Introducing Copyright
A plain language Guide to copyright in the 21st century

CC-BY-NC-ND version for free download
(C) version for print order

http://www.col.org/introducingcopyright
What is there to do?

1. Submit publications to open access journals so that anyone can afford to access them.

2. Use open access journals in the institution to promote free access to research and information.

3. Use a Creative Commons license when publishing works so that they can be shared and used.

4. Publish your (& your institution’s) work on the Internet! Let others find it, learn from it and quote it.

Do this to help get international recognition!